RESOC FORUM
Innovation and the Diffusion of Innovation: Crossroads between Archaeology and Ethnography

This forum sets up to focus on how ethnographic studies theorize complexity of chaîne opératoire (technical operations), the transfer of the technical tradition and ultimately how these combined factors influence the dynamic process of reception or resistance of innovation. Topics include ceramic production in modern-day India, the weaving cultures in Asian Pacific, and Iron smelting in western Uganda.

All are welcome

SPEAKERS

Dr. Valentine Roux  
French National Centre for Scientific Research
Conditions for the diffusion of technical innovations

Dr. Christopher D. Buckley  
Independent Researcher
Across the Thread of Time: Innovation and Transmission of Traditional Weaving Technologies in the Asia-Pacific Region

Dr. Louise Iles  
Department of Archaeology, University of Sheffield
Invisible Innovations in east African iron production
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